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My life as an exchange student in
Korea
Hi guys! I am Pitchanan srithanyarat, a student from
ubonratchathani university. I was an exchange student at Far East University, Korea, for two semesters
and I just got back in Thailand this July. I wanted to
share my experienced with you guys to convince
more people should come and visit Korea and FEU,
so here it is!
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You make so many amazing new friends & international connections.
You learn what it’s like to live in another country
and in a different culture, it’s not just a holiday.
You become more independent and more able to
take care of yourself.
You get to try lots of new foods and cultural experiences that are different from your life at home.
You become a stronger person able to deal with
situations of loneliness, homesickness, etc.
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“After I had a chance to
attend GLDP program
last year and became an
exchange student in
FEU, I learn so much
from the language and
cultural experiences
- Pitchanan srithanyarat

“GLDP that
changed my life”
During 2 months I attend
GLDP.I met so many amazing people while I was there.
I have learned new things.
My English is not good but I
still try to speak. Being there,
I realized that the experience
of going through culture
shock, learning a new language and having new exciting adventure. It is important.
GLDP did not gave me only
How to speak English, but
also taught me how to communicate with people and
how to grown up to be a better person.

The university

Field trip

Study
it’s not only about having fun. I actually enjoy studying here quite a lot.
My main reason for coming here was to learn English and Korean language. I take a lot of English subject and intensive Korean course. I learn
a lot, and studying a language is actually quite fun. Personally I think that
having fun while studying is very important. If you study what you enjoy,
you will undoubtedly do very well. That’s why I love studying here.

The campus itself is located
on a hill, and while it’s relatively small compared to
other Universities, and the
dormitory is conveniently
located in the University.
This makes it easy to jump
out of bed at the last minute
and still be on time. You
have to share your room
with a roommate. One room
per four person. I live with 2
Filipina girl, and 1 Nepali
and I have to say I’ve
learned a lot about English
through them. Every
Wednesday we have cleaning day. Our dorm close in
11am and room checker will
check that we are in room or
not from Every Monday to

there’s also a large variety of academic courses that you can choose
from. The only disadvantage is that the courses that not all courses are
taught in English, so you have to be selective.
I should tell you that if you want to come study in FEU you should first
discuss with University whether you can get credit for the courses that you
are doing here. In my case I don’t need any more credit. I just study because I want to learn something, not because of some piece of paper that
says I did a good job. Also, my experience here gave me the time I needed to think about what I want to do in the future.

Outside of studying
When I have no class. I always went out for shopping or window shopping with friend. I love to hang out with friends in
Seoul because it ‘s only take 1.30 hours From our university
to Seoul. Koreans are simply very nice and social people.
Sometimes I need to go to drink with some classmates and

My best roommate, Room 321

I shared my experience
of studying at Far East
University with other
international students.
I was able to discover a
little of Korean culture
and language through
conversation, observation and some unforgettable shared experiences! I would recommend the opportunity
to anyone!

Korean kids and I

I meet the world
My year abroad in Korea has been an amazing experience! It’s a great opportunity to live in a different
culture for a long period of time where you can really
absorb little things that you would miss on a shorter
trip. Far East University offers lots of options for
class choice with most being delivered in English.

Just as well as my Korean was non-existent before
coming out to Korea but now I can confidently order
food and drinks and find my way around Seoul with
relative ease! Korea is also an excellent hub for ex-

